Purpose: To characterize a new approach to magnetization transfer (MT) imaging with improved specificity for myelinated tissues relative to conventional MT. Methods: Magnetization transfer preparation sequences were implemented with all radiofrequency power centered on a single frequency and also with power evenly divided between positive and negative frequencies. Dual frequency saturation was achieved both with short, alternating frequency pulses and with sinusoidal modulation of continuous irradiation. Images following preparation were acquired with a single shot fast spin echo sequence. Single and dual frequency preparation should achieve similar saturation of molecules except for those with inhomogenously broadened lines. Inhomogenous MT (IHMT) images were generated by subtraction of dual from single frequency prepared images. IHMT imaging was performed with different power and frequency in the brains of normal volunteers.
INTRODUCTION
It is now widely appreciated that off-resonance radiofrequency (RF) irradiation produces attenuation of the water proton signal in MRI. While direct saturation of water due to the T 2 broadening of the line typically contributes significantly to this effect, exchange of magnetization from motion-restricted protons is a primary contributor, and the phenomenon has become known as magnetization transfer (MT) attenuation (1) . The attenuation results from saturation of proton magnetization in macromolecules which then exchanges with the visible, unbound water.
The MT contrast produced by off-resonance irradiation has been extensively evaluated in the clinical and research setting (2) . Perhaps the most widely studied application has been the evaluation of white matter (WM) abnormalities such as multiple sclerosis and traumatic brain injury (3, 4) . Studies in these and other diseases and models suggest a relationship between MT contrast in WM and the extent of damage to myelin. However, the fractional changes observed are often small (5), are not unique to WM (6) , and are difficult to reproduce across scanners because of differences in RF pulse shapes, timing, and amplitudes (7) . Quantitative analysis of bound pool fraction (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) has shown promise for improving specificity, but further specificity and sensitivity might be achieved if aspects of the MT signal unique to myelin were identified.
MT effects arise from exchange with one or more pools of magnetization with a wide, dipolar broadened line shape. A broad line is actually the instantaneous summation of many individual lines with different offset frequencies. When these lines exchange very slowly with each other-as, for example, when broadening results from spatial inhomogeneity of the magnetic field-nuclei at a distinct offset frequency can be saturated to produce a hole in a broadened line (14) . Typically, however, spin components of these lines move rapidly from one frequency to another such that the different lines cannot be separated by RF excitation or saturation, at least with RF powers available in vivo. Such rapidly exchanging lines are known as homogeneously broadened lines. Quantitative modeling of MT usually assumes that the broad lines are homogeneously broadened. Indeed, there are multiple mechanisms in tissues to achieve this mixing of frequencies on a time scale much less than 1 ms, including rotational and translational motion, chemical exchange, and spin diffusion.
One compartment that may not be homogeneously broadened is magnetization in large membranes, the main constituent of the myelin sheath. Lipids and proteins within the membrane may fully rotate only around an axis perpendicular to the surface (15) . Studies of spin diffusion in membrane lipid molecules have indicated much reduced spin diffusion (16) , because small fluctuations in bond angles of the lipids inhibit it. The absence of the usual mechanisms, by which homogeneous broadening is achieved, suggest that inhomogeneous broadening may be present in membranes (17) (18) (19) (20) , which represent more than half the mass of myelin (21) .
Here we propose and implement a method to detect the transfer of inhomogeneously broadened magnetization in the presence of a larger background of homogeneous MT.
The resulting signal appears highly specific for myelinated structures and may have clinical and research utility.
THEORY
Our proposed method for measurement of inhomogeneous MT relies on an important characteristic of broad, homogeneous lines: Because the T 2 decay is so rapid, the effect of applied RF power is to saturate the entire line in proportion to the applied RF power and the absorption spectrum of the line (22) (23) (24) . In particular, the saturation effect of applying broad RF pulses or multiple frequency radiation can be calculated by multiplying the power spectrum of the RF irradiation by the absorption spectrum. If the homogeneous line is symmetric, the effect of applying single frequency irradiation at frequency f, should be identical to that obtained by applying irradiation at both frequency f and -f with the same total power. Since it will be zero for homogeneous lines, the difference between the single frequency and dual frequency MT experiment can be used as an indicator of magnetization transfer from inhomogeneous lines (Fig. 1) .
Unfortunately, the MT spectrum can be slightly asymmetric (25) . Small chemical shifts of the broad component, along with frequency offsets due to nonuniform magnetic fields and center frequency miscalibration, can cause differences between MT from positive and negative irradiation. Using the average of single frequency MT images acquired at positive and negative frequencies in the inhomogenous MT (IHMT) subtraction, however, provides first-order correction for this offset error.
METHODS

Human Studies
Imaging was performed at 3T on a GE VH/I imager (GE Healthcare Technologies, Waukeshau, Wisconsin, USA) using the product quadrature head coil. Following a rapid gradient echo localizer, a single 6-mm-thick axial slice was selected at approximately midventricle. MR images were acquired with a low flip angle fast spin echo sequence as described previously (26 the first two echoes skipped; and asymptotic flip angle ¼ 60 . T 2 decay during the relatively long echo train caused some blurring of the images along the phase direction that reduced the true resolution relative to the nominal resolution of 1.9 mm. Images were reconstructed offline as magnitude images.
Two separate studies were performed in different groups of volunteers. The first was a series of MR acquisitions from four normal subjects (n ¼ 2 female, n ¼ 2 male; mean age, 29 y) with rapidly repeated Gaussian pulses for MT preparation prior to image acquisition. The second employed continuous wave (CW) RF irradiation for 1 s (prior to acquisition) in three subjects (n ¼ 1 female, n ¼ 2 male; mean age, 39 y) to determine whether pulse-specific parameters were at all responsible for the observed signals. All studies were performed following a protocol approved by the institutional committee on clinical investigations, and written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers.
In the pulsed study ( Fig. 2 ), MT preparation was achieved with 336 ms full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian-shaped pulses applied at 1 ms intervals. For a given magnitude of frequency offset, three different images were acquired: The first used pulses all applied at the positive frequency (POS), a second image from pulses at the negative frequency (NEG), and lastly, alternating positive and negative frequency pulses (BOTH). A total of 32 images were acquired for each scan: 8 POS, 8 NEG, and 16 alternating frequency preparations interleaved in time over the 2.5-min scan. Although in theory, the POS and NEG images should be equal in cases of homogeneous broadening, slight differences in MT will result from asymmetry in the line. Thus both POS and NEG images were used in calculation of inhomogeneous MT. A frequency offset of þ150 Hz was also added to minimize MT asymmetry (27, 28) .
For all the MT experiments, nonselective saturation was applied 2 s before imaging to decrease artifacts from pulsating cerebrospinal fluid and a crusher gradient was applied following the MT pulses and before imaging. Pulsed experiments (Fig. 2) were conducted with a total duration for the MT preparation of 1020 ms applied at a 5-kHz frequency offset with peak B 1 amplitudes of 0, 30, 45, 60, 80, and 100 mG, and at peak B 1 of 80 mG at frequency offsets of 12, 9, 7, 5, 4, and 3 kHz. Finally, images were acquired with frequency offset of 5 kHz, peak B 1 of 80 mG, and MT total durations of 68, 204, 408, 612, and 1020 ms.
In the CW irradiation experiments (Fig. 3) , RF was again applied in a series of three strategies: all POS, all NEG, or simultaneously at both, with equal average power. Simultaneous irradiation at both frequencies was achieved by cosine modulation. Small residual carrier leakage at the water frequency was avoided by shifting of the amplitude envelope center frequency by 200 Hz with a linear ramp phase modulation and then recentering with frequency modulation. To avoid transients at the beginning and end of the CW irradiation, the RF envelope was ramped up and down over 10 ms. As for the pulsed MT studies, 8 POS, 8 NEG, and 16 BOTH images were acquired with a repetition time (TR) of 5 s. Images were acquired for an offset frequency of 5 kHz
A schematic drawing of the pulse sequence used for pulsed IHMT imaging. A nonselective saturation 2 s before imaging was followed by a train of off-resonance Gaussian RF pulses applied for up to 1020 ms. Image acquisition with a single shot RARE sequence was performed after a brief 15 ms wait to allow for gradient crushing and decay of any transients. Acquisition of images with alternating frequency MT pulses was interleaved with acquisition of single frequency MT images. Image data were reconstructed using custom software implemented in IDL (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado, USA), and were analyzed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Within subject images were registered using the Medical Image Registration Toolbox (29) . Regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn in the splenium of the corpus callosum (CC), in the left frontal WM (FWM), in the posterior limb of the internal capsule (IC), and the occipital calcarine cortex (OC), i.e. gray matter (GM) (Fig. 4D) . The data acquired with peak B 1 /RF RMS ¼ 0 mG were used as baseline, unsaturated images to form a quantitative ratio of the MT effect. Images and regional average values for the following quantities were calculated: mean signal intensity in the baseline image, Mb, the standard magnetization difference
Means and standard deviations were calculated across subjects for the regional values.
Phantom Study
Imaging was also performed in a phantom consisting of several rows of tubes containing deionized water doped with different concentrations of MnCl, a row containing heat-denatured ovalbumin, and a row containing TRESemme (Unilever PLC, London, UK) hair conditioner. Hair conditioners contain fatty alcohols in a lamellar structure that can approximate the MT properties of neural tissues (30) .
Phantom IHMT data were acquired in a similar manner to the pulsed in vivo experiments, but after a system upgrade when long pulses were no longer permitted by the RF amplifier. RF irradiation was instead performed with 500-ms Hanning-shaped pulses applied at 1.5-ms intervals and a single shot FSE (ssFSE) acquisition for imaging. MT preparation was applied at 5 kHz frequency offset at a peak B 1 of 80 mG for 1020 ms prior to ssFSE imaging using the following parameters: field of view-¼ 24 Â 18 cm; matrix ¼ 128 Â 96; effective TE ¼ 29.1 ms; and 6 mm slice thickness.
Maps of T 2 were produced based on the ssFSE sequence used to acquire IHMT phantom data: TR ¼ 10 s. Images were acquired at effective TEs of 29.1, 45.8, 74.9, 124.8, and 203.8 ms, with the signal fit in a least-squares manner on a pixel-by-pixel basis to the monoexponential   FIG. 3 . A schematic drawing of the pulse sequence used for continuous IHMT imaging. A nonselective saturation 2 s before imaging was followed by a continuous off-resonance RF irradiation applied for up to 1020 ms. The RF power was ramped up and down over 10 ms at the beginning and end of the irradiation to minimize broadband transients. Dual frequency irradiation was achieved with sinusoidal modulation of the RF envelope. Image acquisition with a single shot RARE sequence was performed after a brief 15 ms wait to allow for gradient crushing and decay of any transients. Acquisition of images with dual frequency MT irradiation was interleaved with acquisition of single frequency MT images.
FIG. 4.
Example images (without registration) of a volunteer from the pulsed MT experiments at 5 kHz frequency offset and peak B 1 ¼ 100 mG. A: The relatively short TE and moderate TR RARE sequence used for acquisition provided an approximate proton density contrast in the absence of MT saturation. B: As expected, pulsed off-resonance irradiation caused substantial attenuation of signal in brain tissue. C: MTRs exceeded 50% at a relatively high RF amplitude and small frequency offset. D, E: The IHMT difference and ratio images showed prominent, detectable WM/GM contrast with higher signal from WM. F: By contrast, the MT asymmetry was immeasurably small, due to the small frequency offset added to the MT irradiation. The white arrows indicate scalp signal present in the MT difference image (B) but not the IHMT difference image (D). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] decay as described previously (31) . Reduced refocusing flip angles in the ssFSE sequence likely caused overestimation of T 2 (26) , but the measurement served to display the range of T 2 's studied.
RESULTS
The relatively short TE and moderate TR fast spin echo sequence used for acquisition provides an approximate proton density contrast (Fig. 4A) . As expected, pulsed off-resonance irradiation caused substantial attenuation of signal in brain tissue (Fig. 4B) . MTRs exceeded 50% at a relatively high RF amplitude and small frequency offset (Fig. 4C) . In the pulsed MT study, the IHMT difference and ratio images showed prominent, detectable WM/GM contrast with higher signal from WM ( Fig. 4D  and 4E ). By contrast, the MT asymmetry was immeasurably small due to the small frequency offset added to the MT irradiation (Fig. 4F) .
The IHMTD images appear specific to tissues containing myelin based on negligible signal from the scalp; this was particularly evident from comparison with the MTD image of the same slice (white arrows in Fig. 4B and 4D ). In addition, acquisition of IHMT data from a slice through the brainstem showed continued signal mostly from GM and WM, whereas the surrounding tissue (based on a reference image) provided negligible signal (Fig. 5) .
The WM/GM ratio, based on WM from the CC, FWM, IC, and GM from the OC, was significantly higher (P 0.05) in IHMTR than in traditional MTR images (Fig.  6A-6C ). This result was observed across all RF powers, frequency offsets, and durations, apart from in the case of negligible signal at peak B 1 ¼ 0 mG. Maximum IHMTR in WM was (6.1 6 0.3)%. At a fixed offset frequency of 5 kHz, pulsed IHMTR increased with applied RF power but appeared to approach a plateau (Fig. 6D) . IHMT ratios reached a maximum at 7 kHz frequency offset for all ROIs (Fig. 6E) . IHMT increased rapidly with duration of irradiation and appeared to reach equilibrium in 600 ms (Fig. 6F) .
Analysis of CW off-resonance irradiation produced results similar to those from the pulsed experiments. The IHMT spectrum and amplitude response were similar ( Fig. 7A and 7B ). Because no frequency offset was employed, an estimate of the MT asymmetry was also obtained (Fig. 7C) , whose spectrum did not show the apex feature as observed for IHMTR. A comparison between MTA and IHMTR maps from data acquired at the same frequency offset showed little similarity in contrast (Fig. 8) . From a 15-kHz off-resonance irradiation IHMTR map (Fig. 8C) , there is some suggestion of angular anisotropy with weak signal apparent in CC but not in the internal capsule. Further evidence comes from the plot of IHMTR as a function of frequency offset (Fig. 7B) , in which the IHMTR from the CC was significantly lower than that in the IC below 10 kHz, but was higher above this frequency offset (Fig. 7D) .
The phantom experiment confirmed the hypothesized selectivity of IHMT for specific tissues (Fig. 9) . The absence of IHMT in MnCl doped phantoms spanning the range of tissue T 2 's in vivo confirms that the IHMT effect is not an artifact related to direct saturation. The absence of significant IHMT in the heat denatured ovalbumin despite the presence of high MT signal supports the selectivity of the IHMT for particular tissues. IHMTR comparable to human WM values was observed in the hair conditioner specimen, a mixture with many molecular and structural similarities to WM (30) .
DISCUSSION
These results demonstrate that a component of magnetization transfer in the brain originates from molecules with broad lineshape that is not homogeneously broadened on the timescale of RF saturation with clinically relevant RF power. A simple subtraction method is capable of generating images representative of this inhomogeneous magnetization transfer (Fig. 1 , and the duration of the RF saturation preparation (C), with error bars of standard deviation across subjects. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 (one-tailed paired Student t test). D-F: Mean IHMTR as a function of the peak B 1 (D), frequency offset (E), and the duration of the RF saturation preparation (F), with error bars of standard deviation in average IHMTR over subjects. In all cases, the IHMTR measured within the ROI in GM (OC, red squares) is smaller than that from ROIs in WM (CC, blue diamonds; FWM, green triangles; IC, purple crosses).
the WM/GM IHMTRs is consistent in the results from ROI analysis of the pulsed and CW experiments at various RF preparation strengths, frequency offsets, and durations (Figs. 4, 6, and 7) .
Several characteristics of the lines contributing to observed IHMT can be inferred from the measured results. First, the wide spectrum of IHMT, peaking at 7 kHz, almost certainly indicates the line is dipolar broadened. Chemical shift or magnetic field inhomogeneity effects are much too small to create such large frequency shifts. Field strength independent dipolar broadening is also supported by recent reports of similar IHMT at the lower field strength of 1.5T (32) . Second, the similar amplitude of pulsed and continuous IHMT ratios suggests that the separate lines contributing to the broad inhomogeneous line are themselves broad, with T 2 's comparable to or shorter than the duration of the 336 ms FWHM pulses.
The IHMT effect appears to be separate and unrelated to MT asymmetry. Differences between IHMT and MT asymmetry, which can be attributed to a chemical shift (27, 28) , are evident both visually and from quantitative analysis. IHMT is present whether a frequency offset to symmetrize MT is used, as in the pulsed experiment, or no offset is used, as in the CW experiment, or as described by Graham and Henkelman (22) . MTA shows little contrast between GM and WM (Fig. 8A) , whereas the IHMT data from the same CW experiment dataset show strong contrast (Fig. 8B) . Their MT spectra also differ. WM IHMTR values in ROIs from the CW experimental data show a peak around 6 kHz, whereas the MTA shows a decrease with frequency offset (Fig. 7B and 7C) .
A strategy similar to the IHMT method proposed here has been explored for imaging of chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) from exchangeable lines to water (33) . The CEST application uses much smaller frequency offsets and longer RF pulses to saturate the much narrower exchangeable resonances. Though the applications share experimental similarities, the CEST contribution to the IHMT reported here should be negligible because of the larger frequency offsets employed.
The results in this study do not directly address the source of this inhomogeneous magnetization transfer, but lipid membranes are a likely possibility (17, 18) . A broad line requires motion restriction to prevent motional narrowing, so large or bound molecules are required. Most large structural molecules such as proteins and collagen experience rapid spin diffusion that render absorption lines homogeneous on time scales of <100 ms. On the other hand, methylene proton pairs, which represent the majority of protons in membrane lipids, may approximate two spin systems, because conformational changes attenuate dipolar coupling and spin diffusion to other nearby protons (16, 34) . Though rotation around the normal to the membrane is rapid, the constraint to the surface of the membrane creates an average dipolar broadening and dipolar coupling that remains. Dipolar coupling of two spin systems creates two separate lines, symmetric around the proton center frequency. These lines can be separately saturated (15, 16) . The presence of IHMT in hair conditioner (Fig. 9) , a lamellar structure containing long chains of methylene protons, provides additional support for rotationally restricted methylene protons as the origin of the IHMT effect. Figures 7B, 7D , and 8 suggest a relationship between the frequency response of IHMT and the angular orientation of the tracts in the region measured. This is not surprising, since inhomogeneously broadened dipolar lines result from angular dependence of the dipolar interaction. Molecules should be free to rotate perpendicular to the membrane surface, so the angle between the membrane surface and the main magnetic field will determine the dipolar shift. The greatest frequency shift will occur when the surface is parallel to the magnetic field. Because only axons nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, as in the CC, will have part of their surface parallel to the field, these axons will show the most IHMT at large frequency offsets. This angular dependence is naturally weak because of the signal from an axon will result from the summation of angles around the cylindrical axon. Angular dependence may be undesirable when attempting to quantify myelin. It is likely that an optimal frequency offset will minimize anisotropy effects. Though these tract specific results are suggestive, more rigorous studies are required, including varying frequency and power, measuring effects in different tracts, and potentially obtaining images with different head or sample orientation.
If the IHMT component arises solely from fixed membrane lipids, then this signal may be an excellent indicator of myelin sheath density and status. Myelinated WM has an exceptionally high membrane lipid content (35, 36) , with 2.9 times GM (close to the IHMTR WM/GM ratio for the optimal frequency offset [ Fig. 6E] ), 4.6 times liver, and 14.9 times skeletal muscle lipids [calculated from columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 in Folch et al. (37) ]. An indicator of myelin density would be useful for research and clinical evaluation of demyelinating disease and its treatment. Techniques based on multicomponent T 2 (38) and ultrashort TE (39) have been explored for myelin characterization, but their acquisition and analysis are substantially more complicated than the IHMT ratio. While the actual IHMT signal difference of 6% is small (3% when considering the contribution from either the positive or negative frequency offset separately), it is comparable to the largest signal obtainable with blood oxygenation level-dependent contrast. Improved imaging sequences with greater spatial coverage and reduced motion sensitivity to enable clinical applications of IHMT are currently in development.
CONCLUSIONS
The IHMT technique proposed provides images that appear more specific to myelin-containing tissues. The method is based on magnetization transfer, but measurements of IHMTR provide significantly different WM/GM ratios from regular MT, and its spectral profile is distinct from MTA. Features such as an axonal angular dependency warrant further study, and investigation of the myelin-specific IHMT contrast in related pathologies is merited.
